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Nanochannel Trap Arrays for Monitoring Single Mitochondrion Behavior
Katayoun Zand1, Ted Pham2, Antonio Davila, Jr.3, Douglas C. Wallace4,
Peter J. Burke1.
1EECS, UCI, Irvine, CA, USA, 2UCI, Irvine, CA, USA, 3Children’s Hospital
of Philadelphia, UPenn, Philadelphia, PA, USA, 4Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA, USA.
We present a nanofluidic device for trapping and fluorescence imaging of indi-
vidual isolated mitochondria. The device consists of an array of 10 parallel
nanochannels fabricated out of PDMS each with a cross section of 500 nm x
2 mm. Mitochondria are isolated from a human cervical cancer cell line
(HeLa). Respiration buffer containing the mitochondria is pumped into the de-
vice using a syringe pump. Due to the small height of the trap channels individ-
ual mitochondria get immobilized one by one along the channels. Time lapsed
fluorescence microscopy of JC-1 and TMRM stained mitochondria reveals that
trapped mitochondria maintain their membrane potential. The effect of adding
substrates and calcium on the membrane potential is studied and the results indi-
cate that mitochondria remain vital and functional in this trapped state. Flick-
ering of membrane potential in some substrate fed mitochondria is observed.
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Nanoplasmonic Optoporation for Large-Scale Precision Gene Regulation
in Stem Cells
Chi-cheng Fu1, Sahba Talebi Fard2, Kyuwan Lee1, SoonGweon Hong1,
Luke P. Lee1,3.
1Bioengineering, UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, USA, 2Electrical and
Computer Engineering, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC,
Canada, 3Berkeley Sensor and Actuator Center, UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA,
USA.
One of the key avenues to understanding cell reprogramming is to frequently
regulate the genes in individual cells and observe how they interact with each
other. Traditionalmethods for delivery of geneticmaterials, including viral trans-
duction, lipid-mediated transfection and electroporation, are limited in terms of
their temporal and spatial controllability because of bulk processing. Here, we
accomplished molecular delivery with single-cell-resolution and the capability
of sequential loading in 30 min by nanoplasmonic optoporation. Nanoplasmonic
gold nanorods allow us to create transient nanopores (~40 nm diameter) in cell
membrane based on the photo-induced nano-scale heating. The lifetime of nano-
pores is about 30min.After pore resealing, sequentialmolecular delivery into em-
bryonic fibroblasts with single-cell precision, as well as at the larger centimeter-
scale, is demonstrated.Bynanoplasmonic-mediated siRNAdeliveries, gene regu-
lation in mouse embryonic stem cells is achieved and shows 26% higher effi-
ciency than conventional lipid-mediated transfection. Large-scale light-
controlled gene regulation with single-cell level controllability combined with
nanoplasmonic detection (e.g., surface-enhanced Raman scattering and metal-
enhanced fluorescence) make NIR-absorbing nanoantennas a promising vector
for in situ transfection and real-time monitoring of cell reprogramming.
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Single Cell Electroporation and DNA Dynamics: from Bulk to Micro/
Nanolfuidics
Pouyan E. Boukany.
Chemical Engineering, Delft University of Technology, Delft, Netherlands.
The use of electric pulses to deliver foreign DNA, RNA, proteins or other ther-
apeutic agents into living cells is one of the most popular physical methods for
gene delivery. The basic theory of this treatment is that strong electric field can
destabilize membranes and induce formation of pores thus increasing mem-
brane permeability. This phenomenon is often known as electroporation
(EP), sometimes also referred to electropermeabilization or electric break
down. Unfortunately, the fundamental science of the electroporation and trans-
port remains poorly understood, due to the lack of well-defined electroporation
conditions on single cells.
In this work, we employ an optical tweezer and micro/nano-fluidics as conve-
nient tools to unravel the physics and mechanism behind the electropermeabli-
zation process in different conditions. We have measured the minimum electric
field required for permeabilization of individual single cells in different geom-
etries from bulk to micro and nanoscale for different cell line. In addition, we
have measured the minimum electric field required for permeabilization of in-
dividual suspended spherical cells as a function of cell diameter for three
different cell lines. Key to this work is employing an optical tweezer to manip-
ulate single suspended cells and position in different fluidic geometries (from
bulk to nano-scale). Furthermore, we also investigate how DNA move and
transport inside these fluidic geometries and deliver into cells. We discovered
that delivering a voltage through a nanochannel can generate high electric field
over a very small area on the cell membrane, allowing DNAs to be deliveredinstantly into the cell cytoplasm. In this talk, both experimental work and
modeling will be discussed to address the electroporation process.
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At the Nano-Bio Interface: Probing Live Cells with Nano Sensors
Ziliang Lin1, Wenting Zhao1, Lindsey Hanson1, Chong Xie1, Yi Cui2,
Bianxiao Cui1.
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The rapidly evolving field of nanotechnology creates new frontiers for biolog-
ical sciences. Recently, we and other groups show that vertical nanopillars pro-
truding from a flat surface support cell survival and can be used as subcellular
sensors to probe biological processes in live cells. In particular, we are
exploring nanopillars as electric sensor, optical sensors, and structural probes.
As an electric sensor, nanopillars electrodes offer several advantages such as
high sensitivity, subcellular spatial resolution, and precise control of the sensor
geometry. A sensitive measurement of cellular electrical activities requires
strong coupling between the cell membrane and the recording electrodes. We
found that nanopillars electrodes deform the cell membrane inwards and induce
negative curvature when the cell engulfs them, leading to a reduction of the
membrane-electrode gap distance and a higher sealing resistance. The 3D to-
pology of the nanopillars electrodes is crucial for its enhanced signal detection.
A new approach explores nanoelectrodes of a new 3D geometry, namely nano-
tubes with hollow centers. The nanotube geometry further enhances membrane-
electrode coupling efficiency and also significantly increases the time duration
of intracellular access. Interestingly, nanopillars serve as focal adhesion points
for cell attachment. The presence of high membrane curvature induced by ver-
tical nanopillars or nanotubes affects the distribution of curvature-sensitive pro-
teins. Those studies show a strong interplay between biological cells and nano-
sized sensors, which is an essential consideration for future development of
interfacing devices.
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Recent studies have reported the ability of biological systems to implement low-
pass filters to distinguish high frequency noise in environmental stimuli from
lower frequency input signals. This cellular adaptation is critical for survival
in fluctuating environmental conditions, yet we still lack a complete understand-
ing of this phenomenon. Over the last several years, microfluidic-based tech-
niques have been developed to study inducible gene expression at the single
cell level, albeit without the ability to control external stimuli with precise
methods. Most are limited by long diffusive timescales to alternate environ-
mental concentrations. In this work, we report a microfluidic-based platform
for single cell analysis that provides dynamic control over periodic, time-
dependent culturemedia. Single cells are confined in free solution by the sole ac-
tion of gentle fluid flow, thereby enabling non-perturbative trapping of cells for
long time scales. Using fluorescent reporter proteins and cell growth rates as a
proxy of cellular fitness, we investigated the effect of small molecule inducers
on gene expression of the lac operon inEscherichia coli. Single cell division rates
in the microfluidic trap compare favorably to growth rates at room temperature
and 37oC measured in batch culture. We observed that single cell gene expres-
sion depends on the correlation between growth rate and frequency of exposure
to inducer concentrations. In addition, we performed diffusion experiments of
TetR:EYFP on a TetO binding array by rapidly switching to concentrations of
aTc. Overall, thismicrofluidic bioreactor provides a direct method for sustaining
periodic environmental conditions, measuring growth rates, and detecting gene
expression of single cells suspended in free solution.
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Motor-Driven Assembly of Dynamic, Self-Healing Lipid Nanotube Net-
works
George D. Bachand, Nathan F. Bouxsein, Amanda Carroll-Portillo,
Marlene Bachand, Darryl Y. Sasaki.
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, USA.
Interconnected and highly reticulated lipid organelles such as the endoplasmic
reticulum play important roles in wide range of physiological processes. While
these structures provide a matrix for organizing membrane constituents, the
226a Monday, February 17, 2014lumen represents a continuous nanofluidic network for the transport of proteins
and small molecules throughout the cells. Here, we describe a system in which
synthetic interconnected, millimeter-scale nanofluidic networks were formed
from the cooperative interaction between phospholipid vesicles and motor
protein-based transport. In this system, the energy-driven transport of microtu-
bule filaments by kinesin motors provides a "pulling force" that acts on multi-
lamellar liposomes, connected via biotin-streptavidin bonds, and results in the
formation of highly bifurcated networks of lipid nanotubes. Moreover, the pro-
cessing of microtubules by the motors enables self-healing within this system in
which nanotubes are continuously elongating and collapsing while maintaining
the overall network morphology. The size/shape of the networks can be further
modulated by regulating microtubule surface density, as well as total amount
and physical properties of the lipid. Once formed, we characterized the diffu-
sivity of the lipids and the ability of these networks to support materials trans-
port. Attachment of quantum dots to lipids within the networks suggests that the
lipids remain highly fluid, and that particle transport closely follows a one-
dimensional process when the particle density is low, and a single-file, one-
dimensional process when particle density is high. Current work is focused
on characterizing the connectivity of multi-vesicle networks and interstitial ma-
terials transport as a model system for studying biomolecular transport and
communication.
Sandia National Laboratories is a multi-program laboratory managed and oper-
ated by Sandia Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin
Corporation, for the U.S. Department of Energy’s National Nuclear Security
Administration under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
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Function and Movement of a DNA Actuator Investigated by Single Mole-
cule Fret Microscopy
Lasse L. Hildebrandt, Zhao Zhang, Søren Preus, Kurt V. Gothelf,
Victoria Birkedal.
Interdisciplinary Nanoscience Center (iNANO), Aarhus University, Aarhus,
Denmark.
DNA is an interesting building block for the construction of active nanoscale
devices. Movement in these structures is typically achieved through conforma-
tional changes that can be driven by DNA fuel strands or by internal changes in
DNA hybridization. In this study we investigate the function and fidelity of a
DNA actuator with 11 states using single molecule FRET microscopy. The
DNA actuator is a complex molecular DNA device capable of finely controlled
actuation through the movement of its two DNA piston arms, see the included
figure. The actuator is designed to have 10 actuation steps of less than 1 nm
each and to be locked in a desired state by the addition of specific locking
strands. Our results show that the DNA
actuator can be effectively locked in place
in several conformations with the help of
well-designed DNA locking strands. How-
ever, depending on the sequence of the
locking strands, the device can also show
spontaneous oscillations between well-
defined states. Our results demonstrate
that single molecule studies provide a strin-
gent test for the performance of molecular
machines made out of DNA.Platform: Protein Structure, Conformation, and
Solvent Interactions
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Structural and Functional Studies of a Novel RNA-Binding Sm-Like
Archaeal Protein
Peter S. Randolph1, Kanishk Jain2, Cameron Mura1.
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In all three domains of life, Sm oligomers interact with RNA, either as chaper-
ones or as scaffolding to facilitate RNA$$$RNA and RNA$$$protein interac-
tions. In bacteria and eukarya, Sm homologs are key for RNA metabolism,
for instance in RNA-mediated post-transcriptional regulation in bacteria. How-
ever, the in vivo roles of Sm-like archaeal proteins (SmAPs) remain unknown.
Sequence searches suggest that the hyperthermophilic crenarchaeote Pyrobac-
ulum aerophilum (Pae) encodes three SmAPs. The two known Pae Sm struc-
tures illuminated Sm protein evolution and assembly, and implied that these
homologs may represent an ancestral form of the heteromeric Sm complexes
that pervade eukaryotic RNA processing, e.g. in the spliceosome and other
RNPs. We have now characterized Pae SmAP2, the final putative Sm paralog
from this species. Biophysical characterization suggests that this SmAP2 existsin multiple stable oligomeric states, which we also detect via chemical cross-
linking and mass spectrometry. We have now determined the crystal structure
of this SmAP in multiple space-groups, revealing unexpected and hitherto un-
seen Sm assembly states. Binding assays with various small RNA oligonucle-
otides show this SmAP to be able to bind U-rich RNA, but not adenine- or
cytosine-rich RNAs.
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Transmembrane Architecture of a Full-Length Monospanning Cyto-
chrome P450
Thomas Tomasiak.
Biochemistry and Biophysics, University of California - San Francisco, San
Francisco, CA, USA.
Lanosterol demethylase or Cyp51 catalyzes the first committed post-
cyclization step in cholesterol or ergosterol biosynthesis, making it a key clin-
ical antifungal target. Cyp51 is a member of the cytochrome p450 superfamily
of monoxygenases that catalyze key reactions in lipid biosynthesis and xenobi-
otic detoxification. Due to substrate hydrophobicity, many cytochrome p450s
catalyze difficult surface reactions near the lipid bilayer/soluble milieu inter-
face. Despite ample structural data, details of how cytochrome p450s orient
into the membrane to perform this process are not well understood. Here, we
crystallized the bitopic, membrane monospanning Saccharomyces cerevisiae
cyp51 with its membrane spanning integral membrane domain. This structure
identifies the transmembrane architecture of a membrane spanning cytochrome
p450 for the first time, identifying the likely orientation into the lipid bilayer,
and is the first structure of an enzyme with a single transmembrane domain
intact. This orientation reveals a possible substrate entry channel, and a second
unanticipated channel, the positioning of a key antifungal inhibitor, and
numerous likely interaction points with the lipid bilayer. These findings have
implications for the orientations of the 50% of integral membrane proteins
that are single transmembrane spanning, for cytochrome p450 catalysis in gen-
eral, and for the development of novel antifungal therapeutics.
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In Vivo Assembly and Arrangement of the DNA Translocase SpoIIIE
During Chromosome Segregation and Membrane Fission in B. Subtilis
Jae Yen Shin1,2, Cesar Diaz1,2, Javier Lopez3, Joerg Schnitzbauer4,5,
Kit Pogliano3, Carlos Bustamante2,6.
1University of California, Berkeley, CA, USA, 2Howard Hudges Medical
Institute, University of California, Berkeley, CA, USA, 3Division of
Biological Sciences, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA, USA,
4Pharmaceutical Chemistry, University of California, San Francisco, CA,
USA, 5QB3 Institute, San Francisco, CA, USA, 6Departments of Physics,
Molecular and Cell Biology, and Chemistry, University of California,
Berkeley, CA, USA.
SpoIIIE, a DNA translocasemotor protein of the SpoIIIE/FtsK family, is respon-
sible for chromosome segregation during bacterial cell division. In sporulating
Bacillus subtilis, SpoIIIE aggregates as a focus at the mid-sporulating septum to
export a circular chromosome from the mother into the daughter cell. The archi-
tecture of SpoIIIE at the focus and its mechanism of operation for the DNA
translocation and the membrane fission are still controversial. Here, we directly
visualize the SpoIIIE architecture at the macromolecular scale and developed a
novel genetic tool to determine its operational mode during DNA translocation
and membrane fission in vivo. Using a combination of these genetic tools
together with quantitative single molecule imaging and fluorescence recovery
after photobleaching, we demonstrate that SpoIIIE assembles as two complexes
(~40nm size), one in the mother and one in the daughter cell. In these complexes
there are enough molecules to form either two or four hexamers. Moreover, we
demonstrate that the mother cell-SpoIIIE is able to translocate DNA and accom-
plish sporulation, even in absence of daughter cell-SpoIIIE. On the other hand,
SpoIIIE from both mother and daughter cells mediate the septal membrane
fission. Altogether, our results indicate that two hexamers of SpoIIIE assembles
into a DNA crossing channel across the sporulation septum for chromosome
segregation and septal membrane fission.
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Alternative Conformations of Yeast Iso-1-Cytochrome C: Effects of a
Gatekeeping Residue on Heme Crevice Dynamics
Levi J. McClelland1, Tung-Chung Mou2, Margaret E. Jeakins-Cooley1,
Melisa M. Cherney3, Stephen R. Sprang2, Bruce E. Bowler1.
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USA, 3Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar
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We have solved a novel crystal structure of yeast iso-1-cytochrome c to 1.45 A˚
displaying water coordinated to the iron of the heme. This conformation of
